IP Address Market
IPv4 lease marketplace that helps to monetize unused
IP resources and alleviate the IPv4 shortage problem.

Automated IP management through
bespoke Terminal control panel _
Automated IP address provisioning platform seamlessly interconnected with
Heﬁced’s network and infrastructure. Instant access to over 500 000 geolocated and reliable IPs.

An Integrated Platform for IPv4 Lease and Monetization _
Heﬁced can empower businesses and allow them to effortlessly scale worldwide with IP addresses, cloud servers and bare metal all
under one platform. This makes Heﬁced’s offering completely unique in the online world.

Ease of implementation was paramount in the design of the platform. Attaining all of this empowerment could not be simpler. Through
the Heﬁced Terminal, a simple but effective client zone, clients can browse for IP addresses within each RIR and conﬁgure their
geolocated cloud selection. IP Owners will be able to ‘onboard’ their IP addresses using Terminal.

Lease IPv4 Resources

Monetize Your Free IPv4

Scale worldwide with IP addresses you choose from the Heﬁced IP Address Market. Connect

Unallocated IPv4 resources can be monetized with Heﬁced’s IP Address Market platform. With

your chosen IP addresses to cloud servers or bare metal all under one platform.

an easy setup, you can quickly upload your IPv4 assets and have them available to monetize in
minutes.

Find subnets from /8 to /32

Import subnets via LOA or ROA

Filter subnets by RIR or data center location

Set the subnet price yourself

Easily manage your leased IP addresses (IPAM)

Orders tracking system

Deploy subnets on your (from /8 to /24) or Heficed infrastructure

Get monthly payouts to PayPal or credit card
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Key features and benefits _

Any RIR IPv4 Subnets

Full rDNS Management

Geo-located, reliable, and instantly available address blocks to bring your

Automated provisioning is a major feature of our IP address management

organization the highest levels of performance. No matter where you’re

platform, including the implementation of rDNS on all subnets selected,

looking to establish your business, we can provide IPv4 capacity in any of

satisfying the requirements of the most demanding data gathering

the ﬁve regional internet registries.

organizations and ISP providers.

Your Preferred Location

BGP Management

Heﬁced currently has seventeen premium infrastructure locations. Eight of

Our bespoke integrated intelligent BGP management solution effortlessly

these are owned directly with more planned to be added shortly, plus an

scales dynamic routing policies, and, provides huge efﬁciencies during

additional nine partnered POPs strategically placed around the globe.

custom ISO deployment. Misconﬁgurations and routing instabilities are
eliminated.

Monetize Your Free IPv4

IPv4 for Market Price

Unallocated IPv4 resources can be monetized with Heﬁced’s IP Address

Supply and demand dictate pricing for most of the world’s resources, and

Market platform. With an easy setup, you can quickly upload your IPv4

that includes IP Addresses. You can be sure that your IPv4 assets will be

assets and have them available to monetize in minutes.

priced correctly, maximizing their ﬁnancial potential to the fullest extent.

Full Automation & Control

RPKI Verification

Heﬁced’s IP Address Market platform provides complete transparency with

Heﬁced is committed to RPKI veriﬁcation standards providing better route

an easy to use dashboard, a full suite of reports, and automatic payment

security of its custom-built BGP platform. We are excellently positioned to

cycles. You just upload and let Heﬁced take care of the rest.

improve global routing security through the implementation of our
intelligent software.

Contact us _

[ sales@heficed.com ]
[ https://heficed.com/ip-address-market ]
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